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SYMBOL OF THE
OLD MAN’S VICTORY
LOGUE CLAIMS HIS FIFTH TURTLE.
GODDARD RECLAIMS THE
TEMPLETON CUP.
Sunday, April 23, 2017. 2:04 PM EDT.
By Chuck Dumbass, Publisher.
Dimpled Orb Digest © 2017.
SOUTHERN PINES, North Carolina
(DOD) – Greg “The Loguemeister” Logue claimed
his fifth Turtle today, holding off a strong
challenge by Dan “The Man” Moore in the final round of the Southern Pines Invitational. Firing
a stellar final round of plus six points in the rain on the tough Mid Pines track, Logue won the
Turtle outright, adding to his Turtle wins in 1992, 1996, and 2000 (all shared with Michael “The
Calcutta Chairman” Wood and others), and 2003. With the win, Logue lays claim to the most
coveted prize in sport, the Terrapin Travelin’ Trophy, often referred to as simply “The Turtle.”
Logue’s final score of plus six on the week was enough to hold off Moore by two points. It
came down to a two-man tournament for the Turtle, as no other player could muster better than
minus four total for the week.
The chase for the Templeton Cup was also a two-man affair between Greg “Stone Cold”
Goddard and Norm “The Total Package” Templeton. Templeton thought his chances were
bright going in with the withdrawals of former Cup winner Danny “Depot Stove” Pressley and
defending Templeton Cup champion Sam “Stovepipe” Pressley. This was not the year for
Templeton once again, however, as the return of Goddard thwarted his efforts. Up by one after
two days, Goddard sealed the deal on Moving Day, besting Templeton by six. He out-pointed
Templeton by two more on Sunday for a nine-point margin in the Cup chase.

The field for 2017 had come in light after four regular players retired. Tracy “Tiger”
Thompson and his partner Jon “Hairball” Lawler decided they would no longer participate in the
hunt for the Turtle. Depot Stove Pressley could not participate due to other commitments,
prompting the withdrawal of his partner and defending Templeton Cup champion Stovepipe
Pressley.
Mike “Grizzly Adams” King opted
for a sabbatical in 2017, leaving Richard
“The Envy” Matlock sans partner. After an
excruciating search, no substitute partner
could be found, leaving the field at eleven
for 2017. Matlock soldiered on partnerless,
hoping to parlay his resurgent second place
finish a year ago into rekindled Turtle
Glory.
In the face of a dwindled field, the Competition Committee considered canceling the
tournament altogether. In lieu of that, it was decided to conduct the tournament but discontinue
the Calcutta. It was the first time since the Seabrook days that no Calcutta was held.
Leading up to the Invitational,
defending Turtle champion Templeton came
in looking to hold onto the Turtle and to claim
his first Templeton Cup. Playing well going
into the tournament, The Package showed no
signs of letting up. With Thompson and the
Pressleys out of the picture, his Cup chances
never seemed brighter. Templeton’s partner,
Moore, had played well enough to claim a tie
for third in 2016. He hoped to build on that to
get into the mix in 2017.
Returning for another year was the Pennsylvania duo of Jonathan “Mayhem” Greer and
Carlton “The Senator” Logue. Despite honorific play, Mayhem caught Tuttle fever in his first
Invitational appearance in 2016. Some believed his reduced point quota might spell mayhem for
the rest of the field. The Senator returned for his third cut at the Turtle and looked to be settling
in as a Tournament regular. He hoped to follow up on a fine fifth place finish in 2016 to
challenge for the championship this year.
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Hanging in despite the various departures were Toby “Hoss Cartwright” Hyke and
Goddard. They were missing a tiddlywinks event in Vonore to vie for the Turtle. Hoss hoped to
rebound from a disappointing 14th place finish in 2016.
Logue’s partner, Michael “The Hoser” Moser had a dismal year in 2016, posting a 12th
place finish. He hoped to improve on that for a run at the Turtle in 2017.

All eyes were on Chairman Wood, whose desire for the Turtle may have waned in the
wake of the Calcutta cancelation. Now Turtleless for 11 years, The Chairman would have to dig
deep to rekindle his passion for the Turtle. Wood’s partner, his son Abe “The Ghost” Wood,
acquitted himself well in 2016 claiming his first RVF score. With another year of experience
under his belt, The Ghost appeared to be formidable for 2017.
With no Calcutta to kick off the week, most of the players opted to head straight to
Southern Pines. The Logue contingent including Hoser, Templeton, and Moore headed into
Southern Pines for an afternoon practice round on Wednesday at Pine Needles. The other
players matriculated their way in for the opening round on Thursday.
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En route to Southern Pines, Mayhem learned that
his wife, Colleen, had encountered Real Mayhem in a
traffic accident back home in Pennsylvania. Though
shaken, Colleen and their daughter were uninjured. With
Triple A and Allstate on the scene, Mrs. Mayhem assured
Greer that she and the kid were alright, and urged him
and The Senator to continue on their way to Southern
Pines. Her fortitude earned the respect of all the players
and the title “New Sweetheart of the Golf Trip.”
The Tournament opened
on Thursday at Pine Needles
under beautiful blue skies and
balmy temperatures. Moore took
the early lead with a nice 19point round leaving him at plus
four. Senator Logue grabbed
second at plus three, followed by
The Ghost at plus two. No other
player could manage a positive
score on the Day, signaling the
difficult scoring conditions that
would prevail throughout the week. Eventual champion Loguemeister stumbled in with ten
points at minus four, eight behind the early leader. Cup contenders Goddard and Templeton
came in at minus one and minus two respectively, tied for the Cup at 28.

That evening, with no Calcutta scheduled, the players leisurely made their way to dinner
at the Pine Needles dining room. There they were by greeted by former PGA player and Pine
Needles Director of instruction Pat McGowan. Mr. McGowan is the son-in-law of the late
Peggy Kirk Bell. Matriarch of Pine Needles, Mrs. Bell had passed away a few months prior to
the Trip. Mrs. Bell had always been a fixture on Golf Trips past, and the players knew they
would miss seeing her around the resort. As always, the food and fellowship were outstanding.
After dinner the players paused by the Pine Needles fireplace to take in the southern charm and
ambience that Mrs. Bell so carefully cultivated.
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PEGGY KIRK BELL
October 28, 1921-November 23, 2016
by Jaime Diaz*
Those lucky enough to be around golf a lot also
have the good fortune of knowing a lot of golf people.
“Golf person” is a specific designation. Not all golfers
are necessarily good people (though their overall batting
average is high).
And being a golfer doesn’t
automatically make someone a golf person.
In my mental shorthand, golf people, besides
loving the game (or perhaps in part because they do love
the game) are some blend of interesting, generous, openminded, wise, and fun. Many of them play the game
well—which helps foster a poignant perspective that
comes from finding value in losing—but it’s not a
requirement. Mainly, their close connection to playing
keeps the child within more vitally alive.
Peggy Kirk Bell, who died peacefully last week
at age 95 in her home next to the 18th fairway at Pine
Needles, was a quintessential golf person.
She came to the game relatively late, at 17, but with talent and verve. She won three
Ohio Women’s Amateurs, the 1949 Women’s North and South Amateur, and made the 1950
Curtis Cup team. After turning professional as a charter member of the LPGA, she won the 1951
Augusta Titleholders. In 1953, she married Warren (Bullet)
Bell, a former ball-handling guard for the Fort Wayne Pistons
of the early NBA, and the couple purchased and ran Pine
Needles until Bullet’s death in 1984. Pine Needles hosted
three U. S. Women’s Opens during her tenure.
With the help of her three children and their spouses,
Peggy continued as owner, and in 1994 purchased the
adjoining Mid Pines Inn & Golf Club. The two Donald Ross
originals and their warm, unaffected lodgings and gracious
staffs have become as authentic a center of the best things in
golf as there is in America.
Being a pilot and liking people were two things she
shared with her friend, Arnold Palmer. The Palmers often
stayed at Pine Needles, with Winnie Palmer channeling its
rustic charm in shaping the atmosphere at Bay Hill. Mrs. Bell
was also friends with Ben Hogan, who in 1947 helped her
with her grip, and confided that he was in the process of
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perfecting a fade, Byron Nelson, and Jack Nicklaus,
who made her a member of his Captain’s Club at
Muirfield Village. Among women players, Mrs. Bell
was tight with Babe Zaharias, Patty Berg, Nancy Lopez,
Annika Sorenstam, and Cristie Kerr.
Mrs. Bell was the winner of the USGA’s Bob
Jones Award in 1990 and an inductee into seven halls of
fame, but it was as a teacher that she made her greatest
contribution. After starting one of the country’s first
golf schools at Pine Needles, she began running fiveday group lessons she called “Golfaris” for women to
learn the game. More than 20,000 women have gone
through the programs, many more than once.
Having been a good player, Mrs. Bell was
harder on herself and driven by the mystery of the golf
swing. Her son-in-law, 1978 PGA Tour rookie-of-the-year Pat McGowan, on occasion would
see Ma Bell make impromptu 300-yard trips in her 1964 Lincoln convertible from her home to
Pine Needles’ expansive practice range, as if, well, she owned the place.
We had seen Mrs. Bell from time to time on Golf Trips past, tooling around the grounds
with her assistant or having lunch at the In the Rough Lounge. She even stopped by the Ross
Lodge for an impromptu golf lesson one Saturday afternoon. She was of course the driving force
behind all that Pine Needles and Mid Pines have to offer, and the reason why we will soon
celebrate our twentieth year there. We are grateful for her contributions to the Game of Golf and
The Golf Trip.

*Editor’s Note: Portions of this article by Jaime Diaz of Golf Digest first appeared in the
Nov. 28, 2016 issue of Golf World, and were reprinted in Golf Digest. The link to Golf Digest
article is here: https://www.golfdigest.com/story/heres-why-peggy-kirk-bell-held-such-a-uniqueplace-in-golf.
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Friday dawned bright and crisp for Day Two on Mid Pines. Scoring conditions remained
brutal, as the Loguemeister managed the only positive round of the Day. His gritty plus one was
enough to move him into fifth place at minus three. Moore all but bagged his chances with a
dismal minus six to drop back to a third place tie with Hoss Cartwright at minus two. Youth was
served, as The Ghost found himself atop the Leaderboard at plus two after an even round. The
Senator’s minus one was enough to get him into a tie for the lead as well. As for the Templeton
Cup, Goddard and Templeton remained neck and neck, with Goddard holding a one point lead
after two rounds.

Moving Day on Pine Needles lived up to its name for Stone Cold Goddard, who turned in
the best round of the week. His 32 point plus five round all but wrested the Templeton Cup
away from the Package. Templeton could manage only 26 points on the Day to drop seven back
in the Cup chase. Goddard’s plus five also moved him to fifth overall, just two points behind
leaders Abe Wood and The Senator. The latter two remained tied for the lead but fell back to the
field slightly following mildly pedestrian rounds of minus one. The Loguemeister and Moore
found themselves locked in a tie for second at even following rounds of plus three for Logue and
plus two for Moore. With no other players better than minus six, it appeared that the Turtle Hunt
would be decided among the five players within two shots of the lead.
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At dinner that evening in the Mid Pines Dining Room, the players autographed a
commemorative Pine Needles flag in honor of the New Sweetheart of the Golf Trip. The players
hoped that Mrs. Mayhem would find the flag to be a suitable token of their appreciation.
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The final round on Mid Pines began chilly and overcast with spotty rain, which remained
throughout the round. Scoring conditions remained tough. Playing in the first group, Goddard
managed only 10 points on the front nine. The Cup door was opened just a crack for Templeton,
but he could not push it in, with only 11 on the front himself. Goddard slammed the door with a
stellar 16 point back nine. Not enough to get in the Turtle Hunt as it turned out, but plenty to
claim Goddard’s fourth Templeton Cup.

Meanwhile the leaders, Abe Wood and the Senator, were struggling in the last group. By
the end of the Day both had faltered badly, as Wood came home in minus five and the younger
Logue at minus six. The Ghost ended up fifth overall, the Senator sixth, as they watched the
Loguemeister blow by them like a Range Rover on steroids to claim the Turtle. The young
Turks finally got a feel for the weight of the Turtle on a Sunday afternoon at Mid Pines.
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The real action was in the second group, where Moore and the Loguemeister found
themselves locked in a classic mano a mano duel for the Turtle. Moore turned in a sweet 12
point front nine to Logue’s nine points. But with Moore’s quota of 16 compared to Logue’s 13,
they were essentially tied after the front nine.
Moore had seen the Turtle elude him more than once on the back nine at Mid Pines. This
year he was determined to prevent that. As the back nine progressed, however, Logue grabbed
the advantage on 10, only to find Moore pulling even again on 12. The players swapped points
again on 14 and 16. Standing on the 17th tee, the players were tied for the lead at plus three.
The 17th had been pivotal the prior times Moore had contended, and this year was no
different. Trying to cut the corner off the tee, Moore’s drive clipped a pine tree on the right and
dropped into a fairway bunker. Meanwhile Logue’s tee shot split the fairway. Moore could not
recover, carding a double bogey. Meanwhile Logue took the lead with a nice two putt bogey.
Now on the 18th, Logue knew that the Turtle was his to lose. He launched a great tee
shot right down the middle. Moore followed suit. Logue’s approach went left into the greenside
bunker. Moore’s second nestled short of the green to the right. With Logue in trouble, Moore
still had a remote chance with an up and down. It was not to be however, as Logue’s brilliant
sand shot came to rest a couple of feet from the cup, leaving him a tap in par for the victory.
Moore’s lengthy par putt was of no consequence, as the Turtle had already been won. His tap in
bogey left him two back, in second place overall.

And with that, Logue had claimed his fifth Turtle in a career that has now spanned 27
years. The victory was doubly sweet, dusting the younger set including son Carlton, on the final
Day. Those young bucks have many years ahead of them to hunt and hopefully capture the
elusive Turtle. As for the Loguemeister, this years’ trophy is clearly the symbol of the old man’s
victory--one to be savored. Soak it in, Loguemeister.
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